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THOUGHT OF THE WEEK:  
 ‘Where no counsel is the people fall; but in the multitude of counsellors there is safety’.     
 Inscription that greets all visitors to Parliament House in Melbourne  https://www.parliament.vic.gov.au/archive/hist.html

SUMMARY AND WARNINGS By Arnis Luks
• Responsible Government - the most stable form of government and the best defence against bureaucratic 

tyranny, when the Executive is answerable to parliament, the Government passing an annual Appropriation 
and Supply bill through both parliamentary houses, which could trigger an election if it fails to find passage 
(maintain confidence) through the upper house; and finally the Reserved Powers vested in the Crown. All 
three are mechanisms to balance powers and overcome political tyranny - a trinitarian model of balancing 
power across the parliament. 

• The Victorian Constitution (Parliamentary Reform) Act 2003 has deconstructed this balanced model for a 
single house virtually unanswerable between elections. Appropriation and supply bills since 2003 are now 
sent for Royal Assent automatically after one month delay from the upper house. 

• The Governor can no longer remove ministerial commissions without the approval from the Premier, nor call 
for an early election. Looking in detail at this model is important to find our way back from totalitarianism. 

• Legislative, Executive and the Judicature - initiating the laws, administering the laws and adjudicating the 
laws completes another Trinitarian model. If the Executive operates outside the law it is up to the Legislative 
and Judicature to limit them from operating arbitrarily e.g. hiring untrained security guards, declaring a 
nightly curfew with no medical justification - similar to the historical divine right of kings.

• Political appointments to our High Court, Federal Court and Supreme Court can curtail natural justice 
expected from these institutions. The people of USA are acutely aware of the politicised-appointment to the 
Supreme Court of USA prior to the November Presidential election. 

• The political party apparatus regardless of flavour, locks the representatives into conformity, rather than 
impartial representation towards responsible government. The party system was designed to achieve policy 
outcomes for vested interests, whether big business or big government. 

• The will of the people has no clear nor effective voice in our parliaments. Parliament is in need of an 
unbroken input from the 'receivers' of policy outcomes by genuine participatory democracy.

Warnings
     The warnings from retired Judges, Queens Counsels and Barristers, in regard to the Andrews Government’s 
COVID-19 Omnibus (Emergency Measures) and Other Acts Amendment Bill 2020  - is offering some hope.    
Ian Wilson LL.B has explained these issues in more detail in our blog here:   
Lawyers Against Covid-19 By Ian Wilson LL.B      and again here:
Challenging the Lockdown … At Long Last By Ian Wilson LL.B    
and especially in light of the recent loss of memory by the Executive about 'who gave the orders' here:
What Do We Know About Industrial Manslaughter Law in Victoria? By Ian Wilson LL. B
     This ‘voice of reason’ shows possibilities for other natural associations to do similar: participatory-democracy 
from the ground up, from people who know best, who can see the ramifications or experience the direct results of 
policy.  There have been several doctor groups trying to speak out about the medical ramifications of the extended 
lockdown but have been quickly muzzled by other more powerful forces: social media and MSM censorship.  
Single issue parties historically have not worked well, but natural organic associations may.  And why would the  
proposition of natural associations speaking on behalf of their people be different from another political party?  
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Organic - From The Roots
     If natural associations extended their original 
commission to include political representation and then 
were able to rally around a regional candidate for the 
upper house, could this change the balance of power 
in the Victorian Parliament more towards responsible 
government? There certainly are natural associations 
within communities that could do with finding a political 
voice.  Let us explore this scenario further.
     Historically there have been trade-guilds, farmers 
associations, home owner groups, housewives 
associations, traditional family and values associations. 
The idea of participatory democracy is not new, but is 
novel. Australians preference sport or entertainment over 
politics. The box has become our modern era opiate. 
In light of the demonstrated political tyranny, any 
strategy to overcome must develop from the roots and 
provide a permanent political solution - devolution.
   The difference between political parties and natural 
associations is that the natural associations are receiving 
the products, the end results of policy.  Home owners 
rather than builder associations, local farmers and 
irrigators rather than the MDBA or the National Farmers 
Federation, having input into the policy for availability, 
affordability, and reliability of water, power, transport 
and fuel, rather than the centralist TPP or MDBA debacle. 
If homeowners, farmers or irrigators were able to rally 
around suitable regional candidates, would you vote for 
their candidate in the upper house?  Not necessarily as 
a 1st preference, but maybe the 3rd or 4th, or even the 5th. 
Can you see something like this unfolding in contrast 
to the political party duopoly?  The duopoly may still 
have preferences deals between each other, but perhaps a 
preference whisperer amongst these natural associations 
can help to guide their own preference deals.
Other Natural Associations
   The traditional family and values is another of these 
natural associations, which do not find an effective voice 
in our parliaments, and would have plenty to say about 
many ‘off limit' subjects e.g  local council land-planning 
departments do not ensure a sufficiency of supply of 
available land, but rather limit supply to increase the 
price of land (the benefit towards developers), and 
through increased rates revenue for themselves. The 
traditional family and values and home owners, are both 
milked by the system to keep these very groups afloat, a 
never ending gravy train. Being indebted for generations 
with medium density housing and a light building code 
house; is this really the best that could be on offer for 
availability, affordability and reliability?
   Educational options, natural or chemical-free foods, 
alternative remedies are other natural associations 
receiving the products, the results from vested interests. 
   There may also be a preference to not have children’s 
shirt sleeves rolled up ready for the array of annual 
jabs, with a differing view to limit to that which is 

demonstrably necessary, without the blackmail of 'no jab 
no pay'. When you disassemble the political narrative 
you realise the political party machine has been in the 
control of big business for a long, long time. The family 
values, farmers, irrigators and home owners have had to 
accept the policy crumbs that fall off the political table.
Employment, establishing a family, education and 
home ownership are the natural priorities for the young. 
Demographic viewpoints gradually change over time. 
The Active and Responsible Voter  
By natural associations placing priority work-orders 
towards parliament through the upper house, this could 
cause an entirely different political result.  It is a matter 
of balancing powers - government/bureaucracy, vested 
interests, participatory electorate. Without a strong 
community involvement into the political process the 
existing narrative will continue unabated. The will of the 
people is the only force capable of overcoming vested 
interests' control within the political party machine.
I noted within the Liberal and National parties, there 
is now a green movement headed by merchant banker 
Malcolm Turnbull and vaccine developer Lucy Turnbull. 
Monetary Reform
      In this scenario of a change to voting patterns, 
monetary reform (to liquidate prices) becomes a 
viable priority, limited only by “what is physically 
possible being made financially possible”.  With a 
National Dividend and the Consumer Price Discount 
- sufficient purchasing power can be made available 
to the consuming public AND costs generated from 
production can also be liquidated by industry. This form 
of distributism is the third branch to the capitalist and 
socialist financial duopoly.  It balances forces, while still 
appropriately rewarding initiative and enterprise, and also 
ensuring the social conscience is satisfied, by distributing 
the fruit of production in an fair and equitable manner.  
Social Credit is a moral answer to this modern dilemma.
Environmental Husbandry
     Farmers, growers and market gardeners are the 
natural custodians towards the environment. Under 
existing financial orthodoxy farmers, growers and market 
gardeners are financially compelled to work their assets 
harder to recover expenses. Balancing the financial 
system under the social credit model would allow 
farmers, growers and market gardeners to reinvest into 
their soil, even capture carbon by increasing the humus 
levels. With soil vitality comes improved food quality 
and better human health. Given a choice that was not 
price related, would you buy organic, or spray-free food 
over food or soil chemical treated?
      The receivers of policy outcomes have no effective 
representation within our parliaments, but vested interest 
certainly do. This will not change until individuals 
choose to change the circumstances themselves.  
A participatory electorate is morally unavoidable. 
This is my Social Credit Thinking. ***
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AUSTRALIAN EVIDENCE OF A NEW ICE AGE? By James Reed

     I am a great believer in global climate change; not 
warming, but cooling, always feeling in my water that 
a new ice age is coming, and scientists whom I read in 
the 1970s told me that, and that is about how up to date I 
am, which is impressive. Take the present cold snap, with 
Antarctica dumping its coldness upon us, no concern that 
I can’t even feel my fingers as I type this. I can’t afford 
heating and am locked down, like Victorian (i.e. 1800s) 
prisoners, in an icy dungeon, to keep safe from Coviddy.
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8771283/Heavy-snow-hail-thunderstorms-hit-South-
Australia-Victoria-NSW.html?ito=push-notification&ci=35872&si=12817605

Even snow in South Australia, up in the Flinders Ranges, 
wherever they are, somewhere up north, maybe near 
Adelaide, it does not matter much to me, because I am an 
arrogant Victorian, made more arrogant by being shut up 
in a chicken coop for what, a year now? Anyway, I argue 
that this is due to global cooling, since whenever there 
is a bushfire, well it’s global warming. So, by parity of 
reason, when there is a cooling event, it must be evidence 
of the opposite namely an ice age.
     You can’t have your ice cream cake and eat it too. 

WASPS AND FIGS By Mrs Vera West
     I like figs, and like most of us all I enjoy sitting under 
my back-yard fig tree, embracing my individual freedom, 
or what freedom I used to have before we in Melbourne 
lost everything. And I imagine that the anti-freedom 
police will be here soon to cut down my metaphorical fig 
tree. Shades of Adam and Eve!  Anyway, blow me over, 
no easy task given my whale-like weight, there are wasps 
who live in figs. Didn’t know that, but now I do.

https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/
archive/2020/09/19/dead-wasp-in-every-fig.aspx
“If you’re a fig lover, this next sentence may be hard 
for you to swallow. The figs you’re eating could have a 
dead wasp stuck in them. I know that probably makes 
you squirm, but it sounds more dramatic than it is. You 
may think the idea of wasps inside a fig is gross, but 
it’s actually pretty amazing to see how nature knows 
exactly what it needs to do to allow both plant and 
insect species to survive.
Figs and fig wasps have a mutually beneficial 
relationship — something that’s officially called 
mutualism — that developed over millions of years of 
evolution. They need each other to survive. Fig wasps 
help pollinate figs and, in turn, the figs provide a safe 
place for the wasps to lay their eggs. This relationship 
is crucial to a balanced ecosystem and is also crucial to 
you enjoying a fresh fig or that fig jam you love.
So, don’t let this tit-bit of information make you shy 
away from eating figs. The fruit, or technically flower, 
is full of resistant starch, potassium and other nutrients 
such as magnesium and choline, that help keep you 
healthy. Plus, you’re probably already eating a lot of 
bugs without even realizing it. Read on to see what I 
mean.
Why Do Figs Need Wasps?
Figs are often eaten as a fruit, but they’re actually 
inverted flowers with a fascinating biology. Unlike 
other flowers that bloom and expand outwardly, fig 
flowers bloom inside the fig’s pod. Because the flowers 
are on the inside, they require a special system for 

pollination — and that’s where the female fig wasps 
come in.
Each flower produces a single fruit called an achene 
that’s composed of a single shell and a hard seed. 
Because several flowers grow inside the fig pod, there 
are also several of these hard-shelled fruits. That’s 
what gives fresh figs their seeded inside and signature 
crunch.
Female fig wasps enter a fig through small 
passageways called ostioles. The ostioles are so 
narrow that the fig wasps actually lose their wings and 
antenna when traveling through them. Because of this, 
they can get in the figs, but they usually cannot get 
out. That’s OK with them, though, because their sole 
purpose is reproduction.
There are female and male figs. The female figs are the 
ones we eat, while the male figs serve solely as a place 
for fig wasps to reproduce. Once inside a male fig, the 
females lay their eggs. Eventually the eggs hatch and 
then the baby male wasps dig tunnels through the fig 
so that the baby female wasps, covered in pollen, can 
escape and continue the cycle in another fig.
However, if a fig wasp enters a female fig, she can’t 
lay her eggs. Instead, she pollinates the flowers inside 
the fig, but then stays behind, living out the rest of her 
maximum 48-hour life cycle, and dying inside the fig.”

     God has been truly amazing in creating natural 
wonders where nothing goes to waste. And, I don’t 
mind eating insects while I devour my figs. Thus, I will 
continue to sit under my fig tree, eating insect skeletons. 
And, why not, for what faces us now are campaigns of 
fear to freak out populations, and control our minds, 
without even yet moving to mind controlling drugs, 
making us all, all the little people, little more than fig 
wasps, anyway.
https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/
archive/2020/09/19/government-using-fear-to-control.
aspx
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Subscription  to On Target $45.00 p.a.  
NewTimes Survey  $30.00 p.a.

  and  Donations can be performed by bank transfer: 
A/c Title Australian League of Rights (SA Branch)
BSB    105-044 
A/c No.  188-040-840  
or cheques to:  ‘Australian League of Rights (SA Branch)’ 

Postal Address: PO Box 27, Happy Valley, SA 5159.  
Telephone: 08 8387 6574   eMail: heritagebooks@alor.org 

Online Bookstore : https://veritasbooks.com.au/
https://alor.org/ our main website and repository of the 
Douglas Social Credit and Freedom Movement 'Archives'.

On Target is printed and authorised by K. W. Grundy
13 Carsten Court, Happy Valley, SA.

Conservative Speaker's Club South Australia
Invite you to attend the Frank Bawden Memorial Dinner

6pm - seated for 6.30pm - 10th October 2020

 PUBLIC SCHOOLS CLUB 
Sandford House, 207 East Terrace, Adelaide, SA 

CALL PUBLIC SCHOOLS CLUB FOR BOOKINGS
Telephone: 0475 188 856   OR 

eMail: bookings@publicschoolsclub.com.au 

ANNUAL WEBINAR REPORT

The 3 speakers at the League of Rights Webinar can now 
be viewed online discussing our Rights and Freedoms.
Robert Balzola: First of all, CH Douglas suggested that 
security in what we have is required: freedom of action, 
thought and speech, and a more abundant life for all is 
wanted. Justice is the prime aim behind all natural laws 
whether they affect the economy or political matters.  
View Robert here: https://www.bitchute.com/video/
MDPA2iO6KMrq/ 
Bernard Gaynor: The business of bureaucracy is to get 
us what we want, not to annoy and hinder us by taking 
from us by taxation and irritating restrictions those 
facilities that we should otherwise have. Bernard's strong 
faith ensures him seeing the goodness as well as the evil 
and he urges people not to let the evil dominate their 
thinking. View Bernard here: https://www.bitchute.com/
video/pa2nc1IsbiFD/
Michael Watson:  Obtaining Control of the Forces of the 
Crown by Genuine Political Democracy. The separation 
of powers between the two Houses of Parliament and the 
strong role of the Crown were designed to permit citizens 
to influence the political process.   
View Michael here: https://www.bitchute.com/
video/9lo9PKcdwgoa/

DVDs or USBs of the Webinar Speakers are also 

available from our Head Office for $50 per set
PO Box 27, Happy Valley, SA 5159.  

Telephone: 08 8387 6574   eMail: heritagebooks@alor.org

     There are now two additional Letter Templates in our 
Actionist Corner Library for you to make good use of. It 
is vital at this time in history that as many as possible be 
willing and able to do their CIVIC duty. 
     The Scenario suggestions from the front page are 
not unprecedented, but have been done in the Victorian  
Federal seat of INDI by willing left-wing actionists, to 
unseat (Lib) Sophie Mirabella and place (Ind) Cathy 
McGowan as their representative.  Similar results were 
achieved in the South Australian Federal seat of Mayo, 
where (Centre Alliance) Rebekha Sharkie held off against 
the (Lib) Downer family dynasty. Social media did play 
a significant part, but so did an electorate who had the 
same major party tripe being served up every election. 
The historical flavour of empty promises had gone sour.
     Victoria is the live testing ground for the Great Reset 
from the World Economic Forum towards Technocracy 
- Ruled by Experts.  Several of us here believe Daniel 
Andrews has done us a favour by going off prematurely, 
which has given us a fighting chance to throw off 
totalitarianism using the Constitutional and Legal 
Framework inherited from our forefathers, without a 
violent revolution, instead a velvet cultural revolution of 
spiritual regeneration, binding us back to reality roots.
     The League offers a unique service for our now 
extensive community, of having faithfully recorded and 
disseminated the political events over the previous 100 
years. We also have a vast array of difficult to obtain 
books available from our own VeritasBooks.com.au. 
Over the past 20 years there have been concerted efforts 
to build the Online Archives and Libraries to cover 
thousands of important political and cultural documents 
that can provide a wealth of information readily available 
for your computer desktop re-search. 
     The educational works of M. Oliver Heydorn Ph.D  
available as 'print on demand' from BookDepository and 
other major outlets. Lives of Our Own was the inspiration 
for this OnTarget - subsidiarity, solidarity, distributism.
     With the expansion of our Online Video Conferencing 
we have been able to bring two disciples of Social Credit, 
Wallace and Robert Klinck from Canada into our weekly 
Broadcasts and Podcasts, all available from our websites.
     Social Credit is the 'science of human association' 
measured in terms of human satisfaction. Victoria is 
demonstrating the dis-credit, the totalitarian version of 
human association - gangsters running a police state, 
of arbitrary arrest and imprisonment, proclamation 
by decree and semi-permanent lockdown, rather than 
the accepted common law as the historic, cultural and 
legal environment for personal, responsible, freedom of 
speech, of association, of movement and of action.

LETTERS TO THE 
LOCAL GOVERNMENT CANDIDATES 

AND MEMBERS OF THE 
LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL OF VICTORIA 


